A Warning to the Media Deceivers, Cults and Others
(Blog 0010 AndrewHadden.org)

God has directed me to warn the media, and others. I am obeying, for their good, to prevent
judgment from God from falling on them. I threaten no one, but try to preserve their lives and
health. I am trying to say exactly what God tells me to say, for their good. God first spoke of
this warning years ago in the context of him saying he would defend the calling he has given me.
He said, “I will defend – with death. Warn them.” I wondered who should be warned and
God said, “Anyone.” “Too many souls lost – if you are hindered. A death is a small cost
versus the souls lost if you are hindered. Even news people will be affected.” I inquired how
to warn them and God said, “On your blog. It’s important. All must hear or pay the price.”
I had the Spirit of God impress the words upon me very strongly, and manifest his presence very
strongly at that time, but still wanted to test what I was hearing. Someone pointed out God
speaking to another in a published work that the media would be judged, and other revelations
came to mind of people in government being judged, and me hearing “occult warriors” would be
judged, and noting that those in the media would be doing more than anyone to war against God
in society – via the media. Then God said, “It’s true,” and, “Keep it.”
Then God added, “I will strike them down . . . arrogant ones . . . servants of Lucifer.” The
“Ritual Abuse and Mind Control” document just posted notes someone who was very connected
in the Luciferian Illuminati occult power structure noting they have infiltrated or own the media
especially. This is not hard to believe given the consistent surveys indicating those in the media
are the most anti-Christian segment of society and their works reflect it.
More recently, God spoke of this warning coming right after I post the truth about “Ritual Abuse
and Mind Control,” just posted. In that context God added, “Accuse them of lying,
suppressing, fake syndrome, more lies.” “You’ll have cause, a spotlight – on the dead . . ..”
God is talking of the Satanic cult he will expose in Illinois near St Louis that abused my wife and
were warned from God by my wife and I that God would judge them in the woods in the middle
of their rituals. The bodies in the woods will be the evidence. Satanists and Luciferians both
worship Satan, but under different biblical names for him, and somewhat different deceptions,
but they both practice human sacrifice and the most severe sexual and other abuse of children
imaginable. This is not “conspiracy theory” as they love to call it, but the testimony of many
eyewitnesses – including my wife and myself – and soon the testimony of God himself through
those he will judge to provide clear evidence of their secret evil.
The “Ritual Abuse and Mind Control: History and Background” document is something I
initially developed based mainly on works and authors recommended by a social worker saved
out of the occult who testifies in court as an expert witness in ritual abuse cases. I have tried to
distribute it to leaders for many years. However, I have seen email systems run by Google,
Microsoft, and Yahoo suppress the emails from ever reaching their intended recipients. It gets
through if I encrypt the attachment and don’t mention the title in the email. If it can be scanned,
it is suppressed. It is time America woke up to the pervasive occult conspiracy to suppress this
information at all cost. I still remember the mainstream media news outlet story foisting the
totally bogus “False Memory Syndrome” on the country on network news and using it to quit
covering stories on ritual abuse. Liars! Deceivers! Participants! Your participation is exposed
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by the false stories you ran and the way you dismiss the truth with lies and secret suppression.
Download and email my “Ritual Abuse and Mind Control” document and email it to all your
friends and watch them rush to end their suppression – or try to keep a straight face in justifying
suppressing it. Call your friends. See if they got it. Prove my point or watch the suppression
end. Hold Wikipedia to account for deliberately deceiving the world with their entry on “Satanic
Ritual Abuse” being “mass hysteria.” Have them and their pedophile propaganda blocked from
access to our school children.
There was more delay in posting this after the “Ritual Abuse and Mind Control” document than I
thought there would be. Today God told me to revise this to not just warn one Satanic or
Luciferian cult but to “Warn them all.” That means it is not just one cult in the woods, the one
that abuse my wife, but all of them that God wants warned that he will judge, including slaying
them in the woods in the middle of their rituals to expose them for all to see. Your secrets will
not stand. Your secret, evil, double lives will be exposed for all to know, the generational
involvement of your families known forever. The time of judgment has come.
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